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PRESENTATION
LAminimAL Teatre is pleased to introduce you the show “HOW TO MAKE A FLOWER PLAY... DESPITE EVERYTHING: THE
SURVIVAL OF THE FIREFLIES”, directed by Daniela De Vecchi, premmiered in Festival FringeMadrid14 and presented in
Festival Grec, FiraTàrrega and Temporada Alta. This show proposes an encounter between past and present through the
review of events from the daily press. It brings to debate when is the moment to take part, which are the limits and how
our survival mechanism work.
After performing in Sala Beckett and Sala Atrium in Barcelona during the 2012/2013 season with two different shows
-”Wednesday” and “The Greatness of Being One among Many”- LAminimAL Teatre comes back with the show “THE
SURVIVAL OF THE FIREFLIES”. This project is part of a Trilogy that starts in march 2013 with the openning of Àtic22, Teatre
Tantarantana’s new venue, with the premmiere of the first part “The Suicide of the Mortaged Elephant”. A show that breaks
the barriers between actors and spectators proposing a common space to debate the current events and generating
everynight new reflections.
The success of this first experience brings us, in november, to start working on the second part: “THE SURVIVAL OF THE
FIREFLIES”, a production chosen to be part of FiraTàrrega’s Support to Creation’s Programm and IT Emergències, under
the auspice of the three Catalan Festivals -Festival Grec, Temporada Alta and FiraTàrrega-. This time, with texts by Juan
Mayorga and José Sanchis Sinisterra and inspired in the last essays of Pasolini, the audience travels to 1975, a key moment
of our recent history, a moment that represents the possibility of change and the challenging of what seemed immovable.
A tale of the survival that happens between the lights and shades. An encounter about resistance that unveils our inner
light that, though being small, it always tries to put an end to darkness’s totalitarianism.
This proposition invites us to think what part has to have theatre in society, its incorporation in the topography -real and
symbolic- of the cities and, about the space each one of us has in it. During the show, the participants are led through
an itinerary that brings them from the most intimate space to a common space -a tavern, an Agora, an urban landscapethat works as the set of action and space of reflection. Conceived for a space where the barrier between the stage and
audience doesn’t exist, the spectators walk through different scenes sharing beers with the actors who speak to them
very closely. It is an integrated theatrical experience, conceived to transform the small islands of intimate spaces into a big
archipelago to coexist in a common space, making “the flower’s play” and “the ideas sing”. A show where theatre and music
intertwine.
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THE SHOW
In the entrance hall, little by little the spectators get closer to the experience proposed by LAminimAL. A few glasses of
wine, the daily newspapers, nice chatting; everything is set for the openning of the systems they will find as soon as they
enter the main hall, from where they can hear a sweet song, played live by a cello and an electric guitar.
From this moment onwards, they can take a walk through the scenic installations as If they were in a museum, and look
closely at the small cores of intimate relationships that will be transformed gradually into a big scene, involving the
audience. By now there is no turning back: the current events take possession of the action. They amplify a debate that
goes from the most intimate to the community. It brings to debate the need of acting inside and outside the stage.

THE SURVIVAL OF THE FIREFLIES
Year 1975, nine people hidden in the darkness of their lonesomeness, trapped between the lights and shades of their time,
in the tireness of their daily experiences. Nine different itineraries through the past, each one of them for a select group
of spectators, who will follow the characters to stablish connections with our present. Different perspectives of the same
history, different realities of the same society, different societies where they try to survive.
LAminimAL proposes an encounter with our most recent past, to see what happens with our light in the moments of
change, how the shades of our history affect our current survival. LAminimAL proposes a toast to the “firefly-people”,
those able to survive the political shows, the TV sets and the football stadiums. For a moment all of us, actors and
spectators, will have the chance to becom fireflies and turn into luminescent beings, dancing, erratic and hard to grasp.
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CAST AND CREW
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Cast

Daniela De Vecchi

Eloi Benet, Anna Berenguer, Cris Codina, Esperança
Crespí, Toni Figuera, Xantal Gabarró, Andrea

Text
“Legión” de Juan Mayorga, “Esperando Algo” de José

Hernández, Joan Martínez, Xesco Pintó i Carla Rovira.

Sanchis Sinisterra i “Ausencia” de Carla Rovira

Special Collaboration

Graphic Design

Production

DJ Leumas

Carles Murillo

LAminimAL Teatre Sistèmic

Light Design

Photography

Coproduction

Ignasi Bosch

Eduard Ruezga

Fira Tàrrega, Festival Grec i Festival

Systemic Set Design

Technical Chief

Joan Fortuny

Ignasi Bosch

Collaboration

Sound Design

Project Coordination

Moritz Barcelona

Daniela De Vecchi

Carla Rovira

Costume Design

Production Manager

Marianne Benny Perron

Marina Rojo

Assistant director

Communication and Press

Julio Pérez i Marina Rojo

Neus Molina i Lidia Figuera

Temporada Alta

Amb el suport de la Generalitat
de Catalunya - Depto Cultura
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LAMINIMAL
In October 2010, the workteam of LAminimAL Teatre Sistèmic met for the fist time, under the direction of Daniela De
Vecchi, as a theatre researching group in residency at Sala Beckett.
From then until June 2011, LAminimAL carried out monthly laboratories at Sala Beckett’s Obrador Internacional de
Dramaturgia with public presentations, that corroborated with the audience its work in progress through the systemic
poetry.
The play “Waiting for Something” -short play by J. S. Sinisterra- was presented to various festivals in Bar- celona, like
Caldera Obert11 and the XII Seminari Acadèmic de Recerca Internacional: Escenaris, Intercanvis i Diversitat, Temporada Off
in Girona and in 2012 in Barcelona’s Festival Nunoff.
The 12/13 season ends up with LAminimAL having premmiered three new shows in Barcelona: in march “How to make a
Flower Play... despite everything: The Suicide of the Mortgaged Elephant”, with short texts of José Sanchis Sinisterra, the
show launched the new venue Àtic22 from Teatre Tantarantana, becoming an audience and critical’s review success. In
may in Sala Beckett, Aina Tur’s “Wednesday”’s premmiere had a very positive response. And to close the season, another
audience success with the premmiere of “The Greatness of Being One among Many”, in Sala Atrium during the Atrium LAB
Programm.
For the 13/14 season, LAminimAL is preparing the next part of “How to make a Flower Play... despite everything: The
Survival of the Fireflies”. This project, wich will be in FiraTàrrega2014 from September 11th to September 14th, is part of
the Support to Creation Programm. Presented, in the IT Emergents Project, in Festival Grec of Barcelona and Temporada
Alta of Girona. It has been also in Madrid, in Festival Fringe2014.
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DANIELA DE VECCHI
São Paulo (1975)

She is a collaborator of J.S. Sinisterra’s Nuevo Teatro
Fronterizo (Madrid), with whom worked for “Vagas
Notícias de Klamm”, “Flechas del Angel del Olvido” and
“Vacío”. She is also adjunct professor at the course
of Dramaturgia Actoral at the Institut del Teatre of
Barcelona. Barcelona-based since 2000, she worked as
stage director or actress in various plays: “La vida de
Galileo Galilei”, by B. Brecht, “Pedro y el Capitán”, by M.
Benedetti — award-winning at the Young Directors
European Contest -, “Hércules y el establo de Augias”, by
F. Dürrenmatt, among others.
In Brazil, she gave courses of “Dramaturgia Actoral”
and “SMR” at the Funarte and at the Instituto Cultural
Capobianco in São Paulo; she also directed, together

She got the Acting Degree from the Universidade

with J. S. Sinisterra, “Flechas do Anjo do Esquecimento”

Estadual de Campinas and also graduated at the

at the Paulo Autran Theatre. At the end of 2012 she was

Klauss Vianna Technique Official School (gesture and

invited by Teatre de Arena to establish an approaching

movement) in São Paulo. She got a postgraduate

between the SMR and contemporary Brazilian drramatic

study in “Cinema i Societat” from the UB (Universitat de

literature.

Barcelona) and a master in “Estudis Teatrals” from the

In 2014 she premmiered Juan Mayorga’s “Animales

Institut del Teatre and the Universitat Autònoma de

Nocturnos” in São Paulo, project by Substâcias

Barcelona (where she is currently studiying for a PhD).

Company.

At the moment, she is leading the “LaminimAL: Teatre
Sistèmic” theatre company, with which she’s recently
premmiered “The Survival of the Fireflies”, coproduced
with FiraTàrrega, Festival Grec and Festival Temporada
Alta. Durind the 2012/13 season with LAminiAL aswell,
she premmiered “The Suicide of the Mortgaged
Elephant” in Àtic22 of Teatre Tantarantana, “The
Greatness of Being One among Many” by David Eudave
and Aina Tur’s “Wednesday” in Sala Beckett.
She is teacher in charge at the Escola de Cinema de
Barcelona Acting Department and gives “Dramaturgia
Actoral and Sistemas Minimalistas Repetitivos” (SMR)
workshops at different centres in Catalunya, País Vasco
or Madrid. She combines teaching with research, stage
direction and acting.
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CONTACT & LINKS
info@laminimalteatre.cat
www.laminimalteatre.cat
www.vimeo.com/laminimal
http://www.facebook.com/laminimalteatresistemic
Project coordination
Carla Rovira / tel. + 34 636202163
produccio@laminimalteatre.cat
Production Manager
Marina Rojo / tel. + 34 696738036
produccio@laminimalteatre.cat
Communication and Press
Neus Molina i Lidia Figueras / tel. + 34 627 306 765/ 633 866 641
comunicacio@laminimalteatre.cat
Technical Chief
Ignasi Bosch / tel. +34 678496081
Artistic Direction
Daniela De Vecchi
direccio@laminimalteatre.cat
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